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VSoft Corporation to Exhibit at Numerous Financial Industry Conferences
VSoft to attend Tech Mecca, ICBA National Convention, BAI Payments Connect
and CUNA GAC
ATLANTA, February 2, 2015 - VSoft Corporation, a global provider of information and
technology solutions for financial institutions, announced today they will attend a number of the
leading industry conferences this spring starting with Tech Mecca in Dallas, TX.

Both its’ payment processing solutions and its’ next-generation core processing platform,
CoreSoft, will be featured at Tech Mecca, ICBA National Convention, BAI Payments Connect
and CUNA GAC. VSoft’s solutions offer advanced technology and a breadth of must-have
functionality including risk management and a common user interface across solutions. VSoft’s
flexible, unified platform was recently rearchitected using HTML5 technology and is designed to
provide tight integration capability.

VSoft is among the US market leaders for payment processing solutions with more than 2,600
financial institutions using its’ technology. “Our tenure, experience and continuous investments
in our payment processing and core processing platforms distinguish us from other providers,”
said Murthy Veeraghanta. “We are looking forward to showcasing our solutions at these
conferences this year. We enjoy opportunities to visit with our current clients that are in
attendance as well as meet other institutions that could benefit from a relationship with VSoft.”
###
About VSoft Corporation
VSoft Corporation offers platform-based services for the BFSI industry. Our core and payment
processing services reduce cost and maximize efficiency while providing seamless, real-time,
high-volume and high-performance transactions across multiple channels. The VSoft platform
can be delivered in-house, or as an outsourced ASP or SaaS model to best meet the needs of
individual financial institutions.

VSoft’s services have been trusted by more than 2,600 financial institutions worldwide. For
more information call 770-225-7692 or visit www.vsoftcorp.com.

